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Abstract 
The effect of the continuous eigenvalue of the Vlasov 

equation on the cross f i e ld ion thermal flux i s 
investigated. The continuum contribution due to the toroidal 
drift resonance is found to play an important role in ion 
transport particularly near the edge, which may apply to the 
in te rpre ta t ion of the sharp increase of ion heat 
conductivity near the periphery observed in large tokamaks. 
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SI. Introduction 
The ion heat conductivity observed in toroidal fusion experimental 

devices is larger than the heat conductivity predicted by neoclassical 
theory by more than one order of magnitude 'D ~ ̂ ) . Numerous studies on 
the anomalous ion heat conductivity have been made based on the ion 
temperature gradient drift mode'4J~(8&. The most simple and most 
frequently used method to evaluate the anomalous diffusion coefficient 
Di is to apply the formula Dj.=Y/k? derived from the balance condition 
between the growth rate of certain micro-instability and the damping 
rate -k? Dj. due to the anomalous diffusion^), where k x is the 
perpendicular wave number of the instability. The above mixing length 
formula is some times successful to some extent to interprete 
experimentally observed transport phenomenon. 
The difficulty with the theory based on the linear instability is 

that the electric and/or magnetic fluctuations which are obviously 
correlated to the instability are usually not observed. Furthemore, 
experimentally observed transport coefficient does not change at the 
onset of the instability predicted by the thoery. 
The mixing length theory relays on the existence of certain linear 

instability or discrete eigenvalue y derived from the dispersion 
relation. In addition to the discrete eigenvalue, it is well known 
that the basic vlasov equation has the continous eigenvalue<1(" "(12). 
The existence of the continous eigenvalue induced by the wave-particle 
resonance condition is one of the most significant characteristics of 
the vlasov equation. 
Since the continuum extends on the real axis in the complex u-plane, 

it may by considered as the continously infinite set of steady oscil
lating modes. Case'-1-1' applied Van Kampen's theoryI-10) to the vlasov 
type neutron transport equation, and constracted the orthogonal 
complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding to the discrete and 
continous eigenvalues for the Vlasov equation. In neutron transport 
theory, the contribution from the discrete eigenvalue corresponds to 
the solution of the diffusion equation which describes the random walk 
process of particles, while the continuum contribution corresponds to 
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the free f l ight of pa r t i c l e without co l l i s ion . The continuum 
contribution may also describes the spat ia l t ransient phenomenon, 
which plays an important role near a source or boundary. 

In the field of neutron transport theory, the transport theory means 
that both discrete and continuous eigen modes are included, in which 
the major d i f f i c u l t y i s in the treatment of the continuum 
contribution. The transport theory, therefore, is distinctly different 
from the diffusion theory where only part icle random walk process i s 
taken into account. Since the basic equations for neutron transport 
and plasma kinetics are the same Vlasov equation, the importance of 
the continuum contribution in neutron transport process may be true 
also in the field of plsma dynamics. I t is the purpose of this paper, 
therefore, to investigate the effect of continuum contribution to the 
radial plsama transport in toroidal systems assuming the power spetrum 
of electric field fluctuation is given. 

52.Eigenvalue Spetrun of Ion Temperature Gradient Mode 
We s ta r t with the solution of the f i r s t order perturbation of 

gyrokinetic equation of the form 

f-Joto) » • " • ' F M ^ (1) 
u>-aD-ut TZ 

where a l l notat ions are standard as defined in Ref . (5) : uff" 
i£D(\i2/2+v,2), u!D=2Enio*/T, t=T e /Ti, o>t=k„ v„ , tn=Ln/R, i/L n=-dlnn/dr, 
u* T=u* e(l(-Hi(v i

2+v a

2-3/2)) /T, tii=dlnT/dlnn, u'*e=kyCTe/eBLn, and 
quantities without index i stand for ion. Introducing eq. (1) into the 
quasi-neutrality condition 

l + i)<p(B)-Jd3vJ0fo)f (2) 
yields the electrostatic local mode dispersion relation 

D...i4-la»v »'"'T j Mn,,o (3) 
T J (|)-C%-Ut 

The solution of Des(uo)=0 gives the discrete eigenvalue u 0 . 
If we assume ICQ i s a constant with respect to velocity, eq.{3) can 

be expressed in terms of the plasma dispersion function Z(C), and 
approximate solution may be derived for the eigenvalue u. In th i s 
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approach, however, the correct ni_mode is never obtained. To 
investigate the toroidal rii-mode correctly, the velocity dependence 
of icD is essential , and we cannot assume up as a constant. For the 
Maxwellian plasma, by neglecting trapped par t i c les , eq. (1) can be 
written in the form of double integral; 

D e . U ) . l ^ - ^ r d x x e - ^ ( a ) r d y " - ' C - 0 ^ ^ t f - 3 / 2 » e - ^ . O U, 

where o=(2b) 1/ 2x and b=(kjj>i)2/2. 
In the fluid limit, eq. (4) may be solved by expanding the integrand 

in eq. (4) in terms of uD/tf and carrying out moment integrals for 
0.-D<<K. This approach may give the interchange type solut ion 
u-0=(u'*iiDrii)1/2 when ni i s large enough' 5 ' . Near the marginal state, 
however, the resonance effect becomes important, and the validity of 
th i s fluid approximation i s broken down. To obtain the correct 
d i scre te eigenvalue of the rii~mode, eq. (4) has been solved 
numerically by making use of conformal mapping method' 1 3 ' . 

The double integral of the complex function in eq. (4) i s time 
consuming particularly near the resonance condition: u'=t̂ D+kii y; • ^f **& 
neglect the t r ans i t ion, k„=0, and approximate the toroidal d r i f t 
frequency in the form U£)=UDE for the case without f i n i t e Larmor 
radius effect b-0, eq.(4) can be writ ten in the form of single 
integral: 

where E= S/Tj,. Numerical resul ts of discrete eigenvalue w0 obtained 
by solving eq. (5) are plotted in the complex w-plane in Fig . i for 
varous values of c n and ni . As seen in F ig . i , as ê  and/or ni 
increases, the discrete eigenvalue tends to the negative real axis . 
This behavior i s similar to the more acculate double in tegra l 
dispersion re la t iont 1 1 *. 

The continuum on the negative real axis i s the same as the 
continuously infinite set of the toroidal drift resonance condition: 
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O:=O;DE for 0<E<«. That is, the negative real axis is the continuous 
eigenvalue spectrum of the solution (1) without transit ion. As e n 

and/or ni increases, the discrete eigenvalue tends to this continuum 
and vanishes. The continuous eigenvalue spectrum may be considered 
as the continuously infinite set of steady oscillating modes. Since 
discrete mode and continuous modes are orthogenal to each other, the 
continuous eigenvalue does not affect the dispersion relation 
Des(ico)=0. Although the continuum has no direct effect to the 
discrete mode or the m-mode stability, it may play an important role 
for plasma transport. 

S3. Cross Field Ion Tbernal Flux 
we consider the effects of the discrete ni-mode eigenvalue and 

the continuous eigenvalue on the cross field ion thormal flux defined 
by (14) 

ft.Jtfv dTi <Ev„f>=-Xin-—; (6) 
where v x is the radial component of ExB-drift velocity and the 
angular brackets represent the ensemble average. we apply the 
Fourier representation for the perterbation of the form 

f=£f k t.e- i u , :' i k r (7) 

Introducing the Fourier representation of v x and f in eg. (6), and 
applying the random phase approximation'! 5^ we have the flux in the 
form 

Qi-EjVw^ftoE (8) 

Substitution of the ve loc i ty vj?ll.*=-ikyC!p/B and eq. (1) without kP|V||for 

fjoa into eq. (8) we have 

H c^nTiQfc*,) (9) •m. ' 
where q is the normelized flux defined by 

q f . - l m f d 5 v H 2 3 i l X F M l j i w , 1 0 , 

For the discrete iji-mode eigenvalue ui 0-w r*iy, the growth rate y g ives 



the real ion heat flux: 

Far away form the marginal state, ni>>no t h e growth rate may be of 
the interchange type ^(uiiqjni)1/2. For this m-mode, assuming icr<<y 
and WD<< a-*, we have form eq. (n) for b=0 

{ 2^ J Oo-I-V^r <12> 
The sum over the wave number k in eq. (9) is replaced by the maximum 

value: let/Tl-/(Ki.Ii) " 2, which occurs in the range of 0.1<kLPi<0.3'14'. 
For the discrete mode, the sum over the frequency is just replaced by 
the single terms. If we approximate the characterstic scale length L 
by i/MRi/p)1/2^) the heat flux may be written in the form 

^zri^-^-df ( 1 3 ) 

where l /L i r=-d l n Ti /dr , the constant ?i depends on t h e v a l u e of kyPi, 
and Xi i s the ion heat conduc t iv i ty . From eq. (13), we have t h e ion 
heat conduct ivi ty in term of q: 

vjp? " 
Xi-^-^-q (14) 

Substitution of eq. (12) into eq. (14) yields the heat conductivity due 
to the discrete ni~mode, 

where the coefficient * is an adjustable parameter. Although eq.(15) 
is derived under many assumptions, the radial profile of eq.(is) was 
close to the heat conductivity calculated consistently<13> with the 
dispersion relation (5) removing assumptions u r<<r, UQ<<W» and 
ni>>1c-

we now evaluate the continuum contribution to the thermal flux Q±. 
In this case, the imaginary part due to the resonance, the second 
term of the formula 

— — • P ijiSfo-oJo) 
w - w D u - coD 

gives the real flux Q±. We introduce the frequency power spectrum 
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function S(a') for the fluctuations: 
|ep|2 _ 1 , Sfc) (16) |T|,... kijl 

where S must satisfies the normalization condition JdVS (ic) =1. 
The sum over the frequency in eq.(9) should be replaced by an 

integral over the continuum c=tw! -°°<u<0) . The continuum contribution 
to the flux can be written in the form 

where the normalized flux is defined by 

q c :«fd 1£fc)fd 3v(o;-ic. T)j£ (a)FM^~5te-o:D) (18) 

If we apply t h e same approx ima t ion ; ajf-aoB/Tj_ a s i n t h e above, 
bearing in mind the r e l a t i on 

we have 

q c ~ 7 ^ | ( n i - 2 E n ) B * f l - | T i n } (20) 

where X=uB/E, |i=Mv2/2B, and I j i s the moment defined by 

Ii"u'. rdwS(-uDw)w^ e~"C-!=-=•? dftww) (21) 

Here ios is the characteristic frequency which represents the width of 
frequency power spectrum S (u). 

The integral which represents the finite Larmor radius effect in 
eq.(21) 

gW-jSp^-^s/a) (22) 
may be approximated by 2 J 0

2 ( z 1 / 2 ) when z is small. For the sake of 
simplicity, however, in what follows we neglect the finite Larmor 
radies effect. In this case, g(0)»2. 
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S4. Example of Frequency Power Spectrum of Fluctuations 
we now proceed t o t h e e v a l u a t i o n of t h e f l u x q c and h e a t 

conduct ivi ty xi for two d i f fe ren t frequency spectrum functions S(w). 
Cut-of f Power Spectrum 

F i r s t we consider the simplest case of the cut-off type defined by 

S W 1 7 - for |tf|sfa-fl (23) 
10 otherwise 

In t h i s case, the moment i n t e g r a l defined by eq.(21) becomes 
« D 1 . 

Ij- Ubw 2 e~wdw. (24) 

in the case of the white noise , ws-* °°, eq. (24) reduces t o I 0 = ^ i / 2 / 2 , 
I]_=3l 0/2 and l 2 = 5 l i / 2 . However, from eq. (20), q c-* 0 as us-* «*. Since 
t h e i n t e g r a n d i n eq . (24) decays f a s t a s w becomes l a r g e , t h e 
in tegra l s I j can be approximated by t h e i n f i n i t e i n t e g r a l s a s shown 
in the above even when ic s i s f i n i t e . For te s/u ,D>3 / t h e moments a r e 
almost the same as the i n f i n i t e i n t e g r a l s . Therefore, i f we se t the 
width of frequency spectrum as ug = 3 u ; D/ eq. (20) y i e ld s 

<Ic = 7— (% + l-5e„) (25) 

The inward transport contribution -5e n in the brackets in eq. (2b) 
comes from the first term in the factor W - « # T in eq. (18) . When the 
continuum C extends to the whole real axis, this term vanishes. The 
nonvanishing of this inward transport term, therefore, is due to the 
characteristic of ion toroidal drift resonance. 

I£ we assume a different kind of spectrum width: U 8»U:*/T, then the 
integral limit in eq. (24) becomes ws/t».'D=l/2En. In this case too, 
when 2E n<<l, Ij may be approximated by the infinite integral, and 
eq.(20) yields 

q0'^(iu+l-5e„) (26) 
4 

Near the plasma boundary, £n<<l. Therefore eq.(26) may be applicable 
for the plasma edge. As seen in egs.(2S) and (26) depending on the 
spectrum width u-Sj the functional form of the continuum contribution 
A 
qc changes. 
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Gaussian power spectrum 
Let us consider the Gaussian type power spectrum defined by 

I 
Stc) = j=exp 

Vail 

(27) 

in this case, from eq.(21) for b=o, we have the moment integral 

(28) *i£ dww- e"' 
va lues of moments 1^ and I j sharply decrease as the spectrum width 

o:p/ti;s i nc reases . 

When ws>>u.'Df eq. (28) reduces t o eq. (24) devided by n 1 / 2 . In t h i s 

l i m i t , I j a r e a n a l y t i c a l l y c a l c u l a b l e , f o r example, 1^=3/4 and 

12=15/8. When ugsmuQ, with m>>l eq. (20) can be approximated by 

<fc = - (ni +l-5E„) (291 
8ltl£„ 

For m=3, as compared with the case of cut-off power spectrum given by 
eq. (25), the flux given by eq. (29) is smaller by a factor 2. 

If we assume U S = O ; * / T , the spectrum width parameter becomes 
(U'D/U-S) 2 = 4 e n

2 . when 4 e n
2 < < l l i.e., near the plasma edge, eq. (20) is 

approximated by 

q s = -^1/:!(ni + l-SE„) (30) 
4 

which is smaller by a factor a 1 / 2 as compared with the case of cut
off spectrum given by eq. (26) . As seen in the above, the functional 
form of the flux q c induced by the continuum C does not changes as we 
change the frequency power spectrum function S(u') . The functional 
form of q c however, changes when we change the scaling of the width 
u) s for the same function S M . 

For the case u;s=mu'D, u B-» « as r-> 0 because UIQ is inversely 
proportional to r. In this case, the frequency power spectrum 
becomes white noise, i.e., no particular instability, and form 
eq.(20), the normalized flux q c tends to zero at the center. This 
seems to be physically reasonable because there is no source of 
instability at the center. Near the plasma edge r-*a, on the other 
hand, the spectrum width u s becomes almost independent of r which 



also seems to be consistent with experimental situations. 
For the case of u:g =w+/r, on the contrary, the spectrum width u-g 

may b>? almost constant at the center r=0, because r L n becomes a 
constant as r-*-0. Hear the plasma edge, however, <J:S-* *> since L n - 0 
as r^-a, i.e., the power spectrum width sharply increases and tends 
to infinity, which is not likely to happen in experimental 
situations. The former case, tcs=mu'D, therefore, i.e., eq. (25) or 
eq.(29) may be more suitable for actual experimental situations. 

If we introduce eq.(25) or eq.(29) into eq.(l7), we have the 
continuum contribution to ion heat conductivity 

Expression (31) is equivalent to so called gyro-Bohm form: 
/i =Pi 2 vi/ Ln- I n this case the flux q c and also the heat conductivity 
sharply increase near the edge. Substitutron of eq.(26) or eq.(30) 
into eq.(17) yields 

vip: 
'/,* = >.—HTi+l-5En) (32) 

We now evaluate the radial profiles of the normalized flux q and 
corresponding heat conductivity xi assuming simple parabolic type 
profiles, respectively, for density and temperature: 

n= fooQ-x2) "n +nb)/(no + nb) (33) 
•?« (To{1-X2)UT+1t)/fIo + 1L) (34) 

The v a r i a t i o n of ion tempera ture p r o f i l e a s a func t ion of p r o f i l e 
parameter c^ i s p resen ted i n F ig . 2 as a t h r e e dimensional sur face 
graphics . The densi ty p r o f i l e n(x) as a function of a n i s exact ly the 
same a s T^ (x) i n F i g . 2 . The v a r i a t i o n of t h e d e n s i t y p r o f i l e 
parameter E n(x) i s a l s o p resen ted as a su r face g r aph i c s i n F ig . 3 . 
The v a r i a t o n of p r o f i l e parameter n±(x) i s p r e sen t ed a s a su r f ace 
g raph ics i n F ig . 4a for a n*=0.5, nb=0 and Tv,=0.1. When t h e d e n s i t y 
boundary b a l u e i s no t z e r o , r n , - 0 . 1 , wh i l e t h e ion t e m p e r a t u r e 
boundary value i s zero, Tj^O, the p r o f i l e parameter n± increases near 
the edge as shown in Fig. 4b. 

The va r i a t ion of normalized flux q 0 by the d i s c r e t e ni _ node given 
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by eq. (12) is shown in Fig.5. The variation of normalized flux q c due 
to the continuum contribution given by eq.(25) is also shown in Fig.6 
for the same profile parameter an=0.5. The sharp increase of q c near 
the periphery is due to the factor niAn in eq. (25) . 

The ion heat conductivity y^ has, as seen in eq.(14), the gyro-
Bohm coefficient Pi2v^ which is proportional to Ti 3/ 2/B 2. Due to the 
facter Ti 3/ 2, the ion heat conductivity xi usually sharply decreases 
as we go to the plasma edge, r-»a, when the variation q is mild. 
This is the case of xi° given by eg. (15) as shown by a surface 
graphics in Fig.6. Due to the factor T^ 3/ 2, the peak in xi° is 
shifted toward the center as compared with that of q 0 as seen in 
Figs. 6 and 7. In the calculation of heat conductivity xi, the value 
of \pj_2vi/R at the center is assumed to be unity(lm2/sec) in all 
cases, in the case of continuum contribution, xi c given by eq.(32), 
however, increases sharply in the periphery as seen in Fig.8. In 
large tokamaks, experimentally observed heat conductivity in the L-
mode discharge sharply increases in the periphery I3) . The continuum 
contribution presented in Fig.8 may, therefore, be applied for 
interpretation of the edge transport phenomenon observed in large 
tokamaks. 
For the different boundary condition with nb=0.l and Tb=0, however, 

the variation of the heat conductivity xi c changes as shown by the 
surface graphics in Fig. 9. Notice that the variation of Xi° near the 
edge changes depending on C»T as seen in Fig. 9, i.e., for small a? 
Xic shows the t-mode character, but for larger or, Xi c decreases 
toward the periphery which might corresponds to the case of high-Ti 
discharge in JT-60'3'. The surface graphics of xi c with different 
scaling of the frequency power spectrum width given by eq.(32) is 
presented in Fig.10. The heat conductivity Bhould always be positive. 
The negative xic in the above results came from the negative flux qc. 
The negative xi c may, therefore, be interpreted as the inward ion 
flow. 
SO far the density profile parameter a n is almost fixed at <xn-0.5. 

For larger an, the variation of heat conductivity xi c in general is 
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nearly the same, but the magnitude of x i c increases. 

15. Effect of Transit Resonance Continuum 
In the previous sections, we neglected ion transi t frequency k^,, 

in the resonance denominator in eq. (1). In this section, we take into 
account the effect of t r ans i t ions, when both toroidal d r i f t and 
transit effects are taken into account, the corresponding dispersion 
relation is described by the double integral form as given by eq. (4). 
Althought the t rans i t ion i s s tabi l iz ing when the t rans i t time is 
shorter than the growth time of the discrete mode, the unstable ni-
mode exists(6H7) even when the transit effect presents. 

When the transit frequency is introduced, the continuous eigenvalue 
spectrum induced by the resonance condition o^ap+k, v„ extends to the 
whole real axis in the complex a-plane. Due to the different velocity 
dependences of ccp and k|,vH , the continuum induced by th is resonance 
has "mult ipl ici ty" in the negative rea l ax is . To remove th i s 
complexity and concentrate to the transit resonance continuum effect, 
we neglect up a n d consider the continuum induced by the resonance 
condition K=k||Vj| . 

we evaluate the cross f ie ld ion thermal flux induced by th i s 
continuum. The normalized flux in eq . (8 ) , in t h i s case, may be 
written in the from 

4 - f du-Sfoln fd'vfu-u.) J* (a) F M | 8 b 2 -kjvj) (35) 

Carrying out the velocity space integrat ion for the Haxwellian 
plasma, we have 

q c - - ^ T dwsw fe+—)e""2{w'ro+ro*btri-r„)} (36) 
where wu/u't and ni=0 i s also assumed for the sake of simplicity. 
When s(a) i s even, the f i r s t term u> in the brackets in eq. (3) 
vanishes. 

For the cut-off power spectrum, eq.(36) reduces to 
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<Jc-T 
2 ™ a 

1 l«.f 
I jr 0 (b) +b(r1-r0)UiSs.l.,S2.0l''t. (37) 

where r n (b) = I n (b) exp (-b), in is the modified Bessel function, and * 
is the probability function defined by 

When the spectrum width is large as compared with the ion transit 
frequency: ies>>«t, * tends to unity, and eq. (37) reduces to 

A u. f 3 , . . .-ToW+blrj-rol (38) 
In the white noise limit ics-»°°, q c-»0. Introducing eq. (38) into 
eq. (17), we have for b<<l 

0 P?vi u. ( 5 ) 

^ir^l'-i"] < 3 9 > 
In this case too, the scaling changes depending on how we choose the 
frequency power spectrum width parameter u s . If we choose us=mt2D, 
Xi c increases sharply toward the periphery as in the case of the 
toroidal drift resonance. 

16. Susasry and Discussion 
The cross f ie ld ion thermal fluxes due to the ion temperature 

gradient mode and the continuous eigenvalue spectrum induced by the 
toroidal ion d r i f t resonance have been evaluated by assuming the 
toroidal ion drift frequency UQ i s proportional to ion energy E. 

Assuming the relation Iei^T^I2-s(tu)/k?L2 with L2=Rbj and kj.Pi=const., 
the ion heat conductivity Xi i s expressed in term of the gyro-Bohm 
coefficient with the normalized flux q as given by eq.(14). Since 
Xi° induced by the discrete iii-mode as given by eq. (is) i s peaked in 
the intermediate region as seen in Fig. 7, the discrete nj-mode may 
be applicable to the interpretation of of experimental observations 
at least in the intermediate r e g i o n ' 3 ' . On the other hand, x i c 
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induced by the continuum contribution as given by eg. (31) increases 
sharply toward the edge, eq. (31) may be appl icable t o the 
interpretation of the experimental observation, sharp increase of x±, 
in the periphery. In the central region, the ion heat conductivity 
given by the neoclassical theoy may be applicable. 

The profile of zj s t r ic t ly depends on the assumptions we have made. 
The most inportant assumtion for the profile of xi i s the character
is t ic scale lenght L. If we assume h2=lin'ypl eq. (14) changes to 

While if L=Ln i s assumed as in usual theory, eq.(14) i s transformed 

R e„ni 
If we apply eg.(40) or eq.(41), due to the factor 1/CQ, XI may 
sharply increase in the periphery. The assumption that kj.pj=const. 
independent of r also contradicts with the variation of Ti, because 
Pi is proportional to Ti l / 2 /B. The functional form of q c also depends 
on the scaling of the width of frequency power spectrum function 
S!ic), as shown in eqs.(31) and (32). 

The gyro-Bohm coefficient vjp^/R is used in common to express the 
ion heat conductivities (15), (31) and (39), respectively induced by 
the discrete nj.-mode, toroidal drift resonance continuum and t ransi t 
resonance continuum. This coeff ic ient i s derived under the 
assumptions of kj.pi=const. and L=RLT as mentioned in the above, 
without these assumptions, xi can be expressed by xi"Dg/kj.L where 
Dg=cT/eB is the Bohm diffusion coefficient. If we assume S(u)=l, this 
expression can be rewritten by 

fr 
This expression is the same as the upper bound of the diffusion 
coefficient due to electrostatic turbulence derived by the resonance 
broadening nonlinear treatment'17'. 
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Figures Captions 
Pig. l: Variation of discrete i^-mode eigenvalue in the conplex <c-plane for 

tft-0, b"0, and various values of % and t}±. 
Fig. 2: Surface graphics of ion temperature profile as a function of 

profile parameter a T for 1^*0. 
Fig.3: Surface graphics of %-profile as a function of profile parameter 

o n for n^—0 and E-0.29. 

Pig.4a: Surface graphics of m-profile as a function of profile parameter 
ay for an«0.5, njj=0 and T^-Q.l. 

Fig.4b: Surface graphics of m-profile as a function of profile parameter 
OT for ctn=0.5, ny«0.1 and 1^*0.1. 

Pig.5: Surface graphics of normalized flux q^ due to discrete m-mode 
as a function of profile parameter otrp for an=0.5, nĵ Ô. and l^o.l. 

Fig.6; Surface graphics of normalized flux c^ due to continuum contribution 
as a function of profile parameter « T for an=»0.5, n^—0. and 1^-0.1. 

Fig.7: Surface graphics of ion heat conductivity xi° due to discrete 
i)i-mode as a function of profile parameter a T for an-0.5, n^«0 
and 1̂ j«0.1. 

Fig.8: Surface graphics of ion heat conductivity xi c due to continuum 
contribution as a function of profile parameter a«p for orn*0.5, nyD 
and Tjj-O.i 

Fig.9: Surface graphics of ion heat conductivity xic due to continuum 
contribution for an»0.5, T^O and nfc-O.l. 

Fig. 10: Surface graphics of ion heat conductivity Xi c due to 
continuum contribution with tos*ci>* for an«Q.5, Tb"° * n d nb-0.1. 
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